
About Summit Digitel

At a Glance

As a newly formed company with tremendous potential, Summit Digitel is one of the leading 
providers of passive telecom infrastructure. We began operations on 31 August 2020. 

With our best-in-class infrastructure and superior network availability, we are an 
operator-independent company that will provide unmatched services to MNOs (Mobile 
Network Operators), ISPs (Internet Service Providers), and entities of similar nature. With
our modern technology, we are well positioned to support the deployment of 5G and future 
technological requirements.

At the confluence of breakthrough technology and transformative business values, stands 
Summit Digitel, one of the world’s largest telecom digital infrastructure providers. The newly 
built towers are strategically located for pan-India 4G coverage and are geared up to roll 5G sites.

We operate
151,000+ sites
in India

Sharing Happiness by
Enabling Connections

Becoming the most preferred digital
infrastructure provider of end-to-end
innovative solutions in a sustainable way

Strategic tower footprints 

61% Uniquely Located Sites

62% Fibrised Sites

Unique product mix

Robust network management services

World-class infrastructure

Commitments to HSSE standards

Superior fibre backhauls connectivity

Our key USPs include:



Our Portfolio
The Tower Portfolio consists of a range of towers that serve multiple mobile network operators 
at each site location

Ground Based Towers (GBT)

Ground Based Masts (GBM)

Roof-Top Towers (RTT) 

Roof Top Pole (RTP)

Camouflage Towers

Cell-On-Wheels (COW)

Protecting our employees and workers

Mitigating impact to the environment

Conducting business ethically

Health, Safety, Security & Environment
As we power India’s communications network, it is equally important to us at Summit Digitel to be 
committed to the twin causes of safety and sustainability and creating a workplace with a target of 
Zero Harm. We will not compromise on our endeavour to reach the highest level of Health, Safety, 
Security and Environmental (HSSE) performance, to protect the communities in which we operate. 
We have a three-fold mission in this regard 

No risk is too small - by demonstrating responsible leadership, we aim to lead others
   into a successful health and safety work culture


